
Year group: 1

Term Project Entitlement offer
(Linked to Memorable

Experience)

Subject Focus Special Resources Additional
Science Coverage

A1
Superheroes

Hunt for superpower
“gem”
Superhero craft day/party

P.E./Science- health,
parts of human body,
senses

Florence
NIghtingale/Mary
Seacole

Text:‘Traction Man’ by
Mini Grey, ‘Eliot, MIdnight
Superhero’ by Ann
Cottringer. Possibly-
‘Willy The Wimp’ Antony
Browne
“Gem” to hide for
superpowers
Art- ‘pop art’ wording.
Artist:Roy Lichtenstein.

Animals including
humans

A2
Bright Lights, Big City

Visit from the fire engine
or visit to the station-

Geography- UK
countries, London
landmarks, compare to
Witney

Great Fire of London

Text: ’Toby and the Great
Fire of London’,
Paddington stories
D.T – equipment to make
a wheeled vehicle
Art- Georgia O'Keeffe
city at night + ‘Starry
Night’ Van Gogh

Materials- name them,
learn their properties and
match to use

Sp1
Dinosaur Planet

Find the ‘puzzle’ pieces
to make a giant dinosaur
or a ‘dinosaur’ hunt in the
garden.

Natural History Museum-
dinosaur workshop

History- dinosaurs,
fossils, life of Mary
Anning

Text:’Dinosaur Pox’ by
Jeremy Strong
Natural sculptures of
dinosaurs
Artist: Andy Goldsworthy

Dinosaur types-
compare/contrast
Animal diet
Grouping animals

Sp2
Paws, Claws and
Whiskers

Video of wild animals
invading the classroom.

Dell – make a “Wild
Thing”

Art and Design/Science-
sorting animals,
matching to habitats

Text: ‘Where the Wild
Things Are’ and ‘The
Winter Hedgehog’
Art/DT- clay models
Art- ‘Storm’ (tiger)
Artist: Henri Rousseau

Animal-grouping
Animal body parts,
compare/contrast to
human
Animal diets
Geography- cover
hot/cold places in the
world



Su1
Memory Box

Witney Museum or
resource box from
Oxford Museum (Toys
and games 1)

History-
toys/games/homes past
and present, what was
Witney like in the past?

Text:’Old Bear’ by Jane
Hissey (+others with
same characters)
‘Children Playing’
Time Capsule Book (new
topic)
Artist: Pieter Bruegel

Stages of human
development
Revise senses

Su2
The Enchanted
Woodland

On-site visitors(Zoo lab)
– animals Mini-beasts
hunt/smores making in
the Dell)

Treasure hunt

Science- parts of a plant,
conditions for growth, life
cycle of minibeast

Text: fairy stories inc
Hansel and Gretel,
Goldilocks and Jack and
the Beanstalk.
Art: story illustrations
Bug hunting kits
Seeds, plant pots,
compost, “insects to sew”

Science- parts of a plant,
identifying a range of
common plants, life cycle
of minibeast, identifying
and grouping minibeasts.

* Geography and Science objectives about the seasons and weather will be taught at relevant times throughout the year.


